How to install the new BayoRing

You need: Mk1 Fisheye, the BayoRing, a small screwdriver and a sheet of toilet
paper.

1. Take off the rear lens cap.
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2. Screw loose the protection screw of the original BayoRing. Be careful! Don't take
off the screw completely. Just screw it so loose that you can turn the ring
counterclockwise.

3. Now take the original BayoRing off the MK1Fisheye by turning it counterclockwise.
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4. Then, check the thread of the MK1Fisheye. Be careful! It is very important that
there is no dirt, as it could damage the thread of the new BayoRing. If necessary, dry
clean the thread with a sheet of toilet paper. The thread of the MK1Fisheye is
covered with a film of grease. Don't rub it off completely.

5. Take care that the protection screw is almost completely unscrewed. Now you can
put on the new BayoRing by screwing it clockwise onto the MK1Fisheye.
Annotation: There is a thin film of grease on the BayoRing, too. Don't rub it off as
this film protects the thread.
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6. Screw the BayoRing completely onto the MK1Fisheye. (see picture)

7. Now unscrew the BayoRing. The protection screw now faces the yellow center
point at an angle of a bitt less than 180 degrees.
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8. Now screw tight the small protection screw. If it doesn't fit, check the position of the
BayoRing and if need be turn it a little.

9. Then install the MK1Fisheye with the red center point of the BayoRing facing the
top of the camera (as shown in the pictures).
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10.
If now the Fisheye is too lose on the camera. (This might be the result on newer
vx2100) Just put out the protection screw and use the second hole.

11.
Then screw the ring completly onto the mk1 fisheye and then turn it back until the
yellow dot faces the red dot. Now put in the protection screw. (Screw shown with the
red arrow)

Now install the Mk1 Fisheye onto your camera.
Annotation: The new protection screw of the BayoRing does not fit onto the
original BayoRing! (You get three replacement screws with the new BayoRing)
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